PALM BEACH GARDENS POLICE DEPARTMENT
DISCIPLINARY ACTION FORM
Employee Name: Officer Orlando Elcock

Employee ID# 3 2 7

Violation(s) :
2.3 .16.9 Inattention to duty

Summary: (attach additional sheets as needed)
On 01119/2012 supervisors received notification from the Palm Beach Gardens Police records
department in regards to an error in a crime report filed by Officer Elcock. Officer Elcock entered as
the listed suspect, in the names section of the RMS report, a name that appeared to be a two part
combination of the complainant and the suspect.
Because the names were combined to form a third name, It eliminates the possibility that the name was
auto populated by the RMS system. This oversight on the part of Officer Elcock could have caused the
loss prevention officer in this report to be listed as a suspect in the RMS database.
This is another example of Officer Elcock's fal.lure to review his work and ensure that he produces a
quality work product. Officer Elcock has had several incidents in the past where he has been inattentive
to his quality of work, creating a pattern of said behavior.

Recommendation:
Written reprimand
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PALM BEACH GARDENS POLICE DEPARTMENT
DISCIPLINARY ACTION FORM
Employee Name: Officer Orlando Elcock
Violation(s):

Employee ID# 327

Inattention to duty (2.3.16.9)

Summary: (attach additional sheets as needed)
On 04/ 15/2011 Officer Elcock responded to a call regarding suicidal threats made by a missing
juvenile (Case Number 11002041). The juvenile had left a note stating that he was going to kill
himself. Officer Elcock, responded and took a report. At the end of the shift Officer Elcock advised me
(Sgt. E. Guillen)that he would be writing the Baker act when he returned the next day. I told him that it
would be unacceptable and asked him why he had not written the baker act, Officer Elcock told me that
he had other reports to do and couldn't get to it. Officer Elcock was instructed to finish the Baker act
before he finished his tour. Upon completion of the Baker act paperwork, It was found by Sgt. Glass,
That Officer Elcock had neglected to collect the note written by the subject, and had not yet reported
the juvenile as missing in FCIC/NCIC. It had been hours since the subject had gone missing. Officer
Elcock had to be ordered to complete the case and report the juvenile missing. The next day, the
juvenile was located when another officer tracked the juvenile's phone through GPS. If it were not for
intervention by supervisors, Officer Elcock's lack of action could have led to a potentially tragic
outcome and exposed this agency to liability.
On Wednesday 05/25/2011 Officer Elcock was dispatched to child abuse complaint at Bright Futures
Academy where he was to meet with DCF and interview the victim I child in an abuse allegation that
occurred at
this city. Officer Elcock interviewed the child with DCF then traveled
to Sunset to interview the Mother. Contact was not made at the child's residence. Officer Elcock then
cleared the call with CAD notes and never pulled a case number nor wrote a report.
When asked why this had occurred, Officer Elcock stated that because the interview was
conducted outside of our jurisdiction and no contact was made on Sunset, he 11 Looked at both sides of
it 11 and decided to simply write ample CAD notes . Elcock further explained that he was confused
because he was asked to conduct the interview outside of Palm Beach Gardens jurisdiction. The next
day, Officer Elcock wrote the report after being ordered to do so by supervisors.
Officer Elcocks failure to follow protocol in this matter, could have resulted in the investigation not
being completed thoroughly and possible abuse to have gone undetected by law enforcement.

1

..

On Thursday, 05/26/2011 Officer Elcock Called out debris in the roadway at the intersection ofPGA
Blvd. and Central Blvd. Officer Elcock explained that he had a "Large Amount of Large Screws" in the road
and requested for the public works department to respond. Officer Elcock was informed that public works
was off duty and would have to be called out if he needed them. I, Sgt. Eduardo Guillen along with Sgt.
Fleming both asked Officer Elcock If he needed Public works to be called out. Both times, Officer Elcock
only stated that he had numerous nails but never advised if he needed Public Works. Finally, I responded to
the scene with Officer Connors to find that Officer Elcock was not on scene and had driven off. We found
approximately 30 to 40 large bolts with pointed ends in the intersection, in the way of traffic. Officer
Connors and I removed the bolts from the roadway and away from traffic. After the task was completed,
Officer Elcock arrived on scene and was told to go back in service. officer Elcock immediately cleared for his
dinner break. I later spoke to Commander Rundle who told me that he observed Officer Elcock pass him on
Military Trail while he was requesting Public Works instead of staying on scene.
When approached, officer Elcock could not give an explanation as to why he left the hazardous bolts in
the road and did not at least attempt to block the affected lanes. Officer Elcock was asked if he believed that
he had done his duty as a Palm Beach Gardens Police Officer in this matter, and he advised" No.

Recommendation:

Sgt. Eduardo Guillen
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Performance documentation for
Officer Orlando Elcock, 2011
1) On 02/02/2011 Officer Elcock was called in and was made aware of a radio transmission that
was not understandable by dispatch or fellow officers. The transmission was listened to by
several supervisors and the transmission could not be understood. Officer Elcock could not
understand his own transmission when he was allowed to listen to it, but became
argumentative and refused to take responsibility for said transmission, stating that there
was'nt enough information on the recording.
2) On 02/03/2011 Officer Elcock arrived to work 30 minutes late due to traffic issues.
3) On 03/23/2011 Officer Elcock arrived to work 6 minutes late due to Traffic issues.
4) On 04/06/2011 Officer Elcock had a 1 Hours lunch break. This violation ahs occurred several
times and he has received verbal warnings. This was his last warning, and will be documented
from here on .
5) On 04/06/2011 Officer Elcock submitted a supplemental report that consisted of a One
sentence narrative. The report was denied and the narrative filed.
6) On 04/15/2011 Officer Elcock responded to a call regarding suicidal threats made by a missing
juvenile (Case Number 11002041). The juvenile had left a note stating that he was going to kill
himself. Officer Elcock, responded and took a report. At the end of the shift Officer Elcock
advised me (Sgt. E. Guillen)that he would be writing the Baker act when he returned the next
day. I told him that it would be unacceptable and asked him why he had not written the baker
act, Officer Elcock told me that he had other reports to do and couldn't get to it. Officer Elcock
was instructed to finish the Baker act before he finished his tour. Upon completion of the Baker
act paperwork, It was found by Sgt. Glass, That Officer Elcock had neglected to collect the note
written by the subject, and had not yet reported the juvenile as missing in FCIC/NCIC. It had
been hours since the subject had gone missing. Officer Elcock had to be ordered to complete
the case and report the juvenile missing. The next day, the juvenile was located when another
officer tracked the juvenile's phone through GPS. If it were not for intervention by supervisors,
Officer Elcock's lack of action could have led to a potentially tragic outcome and exposed this
agency to liability.
7) On 05/03/2011, I was informed by members of the DMV management that Officer Elcock had
"Lost" a suspect in his custody during a fraudulent documentation investigation. It appears that
Officer Elcock was charged with watching the suspect while another officer made a phone call
to Immigration just outside the small building. The events were confirmed by the back- up
officer on scene.

,
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On Wednesday 05/25/2011 Officer Elcock was dispatched to child abuse complaint at Bright
Futures Academy where he was to meet with DCF and interview the victim
allegation that occurred

I child in an abuse

this city. Officer Elcock interviewed the child

with DCF then traveled to Sunset to interview the Mother. Contact was not made at the child's
residence. Officer Elcock then cleared the call with CAD notes and never pulled a case number
nor wrote a report.
When asked why this had occurred, Officer Elcock stated that because the interview was
conducted outside of our jurisdiction and no contact was made on Sunset, he" Looked at both
sides of it" and decided to simply write ample CAD notes. Elcock further explained that he was
confused because he was asked to conduct the interview outside of Palm Beach Gardens
jurisdiction . The next day, Officer Elcock wrote the report after being ordered to do so by
supervisors.
Officer Elcocks failure to follow protocol in this matter, could have resulted in the investigation
not being completed thoroughly and possible abuse to have gone undetected by law
enforcement.
9) On Thursday, 05/26/2011 Officer Elcock Called out debris in the roadway at the intersection of
PGA Blvd. and Central Blvd. Officer Elcock explained that he had a "Large Amount of Large
Screws" in the road and requested for the public works department to respond. Officer Elcock
was informed that public works was off duty and would have to be called out if he needed
them . I, Sgt. Eduardo Guillen along with Sgt. Fleming both asked Officer Elcock If he needed
Public works to be called out. Both times, Officer Elcock only stated that he had numerous nails
but never advised if he needed Public Works. Finally, I responded to the scene with Officer
Connors to find that Officer Elcock was not on scene and had driven off. We found
approximately 30 to 40 large bolts with pointed ends in the intersection, in the way of traffic.
Officer Connors and I removed the bolts from the roadway and away from traffic. After the
task was completed, Officer Elcock arrived on scene and was told to go back in service. officer
Elcock immediately cleared for his dinner break. I later spoke to Commander Rundle who told
me that he observed Officer Elcock pass him on Military Trail while he was requesting Public
Works instead of staying on scene .
When approached, officer Elcock could not give an explanation as to why he left the
hazardous bolts in the road and did not at least attempt to block the affected lanes. Officer
Elcock was asked if he believed that he had done his duty as a Palm Beach Gardens Police
Officer in this matter, and he advised" No".

ELCOCK NOTES
1) (CA) On approx. 4-16-08 Officer Elcock met with the complainant Mike Medvec at his
residence on Holly Drive in reference to a neighbor dispute. Mr. Medvec advised
excessive construction traffic on his property. Mr. Medvec wanted Officer Elcock to
contact the owner of the property and to ask him to keep the construction traffic and
workers off of his property. Officer Elcock advised he would attempt to contact the
owner and then update Mr. Medvec on the status. Mr. Medvec advised he never
received a phone call from Officer Elcock and that he called and left several messages
for Officer Elcock on the department voice mail system. A status check on Officer
Elcock's voicemail showed he has not accessed his voice mail since 5-10-08, and there
are six messages stored. I spoke to Officer Elcock via telephone on 6-02-08 and he
stated he did attempt to call the owner of the property; however, he was only able to
leave a message with the owner's son. Officer Elcock advised he never received a call
from the owner. Officer Elcock advised he then went by Mr. Medvec's home on several
occasions and he was not there to report his findings. On 6-03-08 Officer Elcock' s voice
mail was reviewed and showed he had three voice mails on his phone from Mr. Medvec
on 5-15-08.
2) (VER)On 06/08/2008 Officer Elcock was spoken to about taking the shortest route to a
call when he responded to a disabled vehicle call on Military trail just south of Gardenia
Officer Elcock responded to the call from 3360 Burns Road. 22 min later Officer Elcock
arrived on scene. When approached, Officer Elcock was approached about the matter
he explained that he took Burns Road to Alt AlA, South on Alt AlA to Lighthouse Drive,
to Holly Drive, West on Holly to Military, then Military south to Gardenia. Officer Elcock
was spoken to about his response time and agreed that the time it took him to arrive on
scene was unacceptable.
3) (VER) On 09/12/2008 Officer Elcock was spoken to about numerous complaints from
Laurie Segreto about his labeling and entry of evidence. Officer Elcock explained that
the problems would be resolved .
4) (VER)On 09/22/2008 Officer Elcock was spoken to about another complaint from Laurie
Segreto about his labeling and entry of evidence. Officer Elcock focused on why Segreto
was coming to his supervisors instead of why the problems were occurring in the first
place. Officer Elcock was informed that there was a manual at evidence that would help
him fill out the property properly and he advised that he was aware. Officer Elcock again
attempted to focus the conversation on Segreto's handling ofthe situation instead of his
errors. Officer Elcock was told that it was expected for him, to up his quality of work and
if he did not, he would possibly be relieved of his responsibilities as shift crime scene
officer.

5) (WR) On 09/23/2008 AT 1023 Hours, Officer Elcock was dispatched to a suicide in
progress call
where a subject was badly injured and walking down
the street toward Holly Dr .. Palm Beach Gardens Florida. Officer Elcock initiated his
response from Sandalwood Estates and supposedly traveled west on Burns Rd. to East
of Ironwood, made au-turn, traveled south on Ironwood to Holly Drive then West to
Daisy. During his response, multiple units requested his location due to the extended
delay in arrival. According to the dispatch audio, it took Officer Elcock seven minutes
and three seconds to arrive on scene. Several other units responding to the call that
initiated their response from a farther distance than Officer Elcock arrived on scene and
were able to resolve the issue, disarming the subject at gunpoint who was potentially
fatally injured, three minutes and forty seconds prior to Officer Elcock's arrival. Due to
the potentially dangerous nature of the call and the danger that the officers responding
to the call and the citizens in the area were exposed to, it is determined that Officer
Elcock's response time was excessive and exposed officers and citizens to unnecessary
peril.
6) (CA) On 11/02/2008 Officer Elcock received a Corrective action form for a traffic crash
he was found to be at fault in.

7) (VER)On 11/17/2008 Officer Elcock was late due to Vehicle problems.
8) (VER)On 02/19/2009 Officer Elcock was spoken to twice about clarity in radio
transmissions.
9) (VER)On 04/15/2009 Officer Elcock was spoken to about his vehicle cleanliness after
complaints from Sgt. Corrao.
10) (VER)On 05/02/2009 Officer Elcock was late due to unknown reasons.
11) (VER)On 05/03/2009 Officer Elcock attempted to change the disposition on a case that
required a supplement and was one month late.
12) (VER)On 05/04/2009 Officer Elcock was late due to supposed traffic issues.
13) (VER)On 05/04/2009 Officer Elcock received another complaint from Laurie Segreto
reference evidence handling.
14) (AP) On 05/10/2009 Officer Elcock was placed on an action plan to correct several
issues, including radio communication and evidence handling.

15) (VER)On 05/03/2009 Officer Elcock did not fill out a training request appropriately.
16) (VER)On 08/16/2009 Officer Elcock was asked by Sgt. Fleming to place the shift camera
in the shift mailbox before he left work on Saturday, August 15 2009. The next day the
shift mailbox was checked and the camera was not where instructed. Sgt. Fleming was
forced to enter Officer Elcock' s vehicle to find the shift camera where she found the
vehicle to be in a cluttered state and Officer Elcock' s AR-15 rifle stored in an unsafe
manner. Officer Elcock was advised of this issue.
17) (VER)On 08/17/2009 Officer Elcock failed to enter photographic evidence into the DIMS
computer. When asked, Officer Elcock stated that he was "Locked out" of the system. It
was later discovered that Officer Elcock had not been locked out, but could not enter
the evidence because he had forgotten his password.
18) (CA) On 08/30/2009 Officer Elcock received a Corrective Action form from Sgt. Fleming
in reference to mishandling of evidence. Officer Elcock, placed evidence into the
unsecured mailbox of an officer.
19) (VER)On 08/2009 officer Elcock completed his action plan after showing improvement in
the categories requested.
20) (VER)On 09/25/2009 Officer Elcock was spoken to about mishandling of arrest
paperwork after he dropped a property receipt in the parking lot before transporting a
prisoner.
21) (VER)On 10/10/2009 Officer Elcock was spoken to by Lt. Rispoli about his work product
when he filled out arrest paperwork with numerous errors and unprofessional
appearance.
22) (VER)On 10/20/2009 officer Elcock received a complaint from Laurie Segreto reference
not completing an evidence bag properly. Officer Elcock was spoken to once again and it
was explained to Officer Elcock that due to the numerous warnings, action plan and
other attempts to rectify this problem, immediate improvement was expected from him
regarding this issue. Officer Elcock was told that the next issue with evidence would be
addressed with a corrective action form and the discipline would be progressive from
there. Officer Elcock again expressed his opinion that he was being singled out by Mrs.
Segreto when it came to these matters. Officer Elcock was reminded that it was not
Segreto making the errors and it was expected that he accept responsibility for his
actions.

23) (VER) On 10/25/2009, I spoke to Officer Elcock extensively (1. Hour) about organizing his
time and focusing on producing a more professional work product after Officer Elcock
was observed wearing his American Flag pin up side down. This was the third time that
he wore the pin in an offensive manner.
24) (VER)On Tuesday, 10/27/2009, while investigating a robbery complaint, Officer Elcock
allowed possible evidence, in this case to be concealed due to not paying attention to
the actions of one of the subjects involved that was in his care. Officer Elcock was told
to transport a female subject to a location and get a numerical address and relay it to
other officers on scene. He allowed a secured female in the back seat of his vehicle who
he knew was subject to arrest due to the contents of her purse. The female was allowed
to get out of his vehicle and walked into her friend's residence where she possibly
removed evidence/57 from her purse. Officer Elcock was given specific instructions to
go and locate a numerical address and advise the LT. of that info (ONLY). Somehow, he
got distracted and engaged in conversation with the homeowner, (turning his attention
away from the person seated in the back seat of his vehicle) and the female put her
hand out of his window and opened his door, exited the vehicle, went into her friend's
home and concealed her purse then returned to Officer Elcock's vehicle. Officer Elcock
returned to the original location with the female subject without her purse. He then had
to go back to the subject's friend home to retrieve the purse.
25) (VER) On 10/29/2009 during mandatory night shoot certifications, Officer Elcock was not
at the station he was assigned to and had to be called when his turn to shoot came up.
Once he arrived, Officer Elcock began to run the drill incorrectly because he was not at
the station when the instructions were given.
26) (VER) On 11/21/2009 Officer Elcock was lead officer on a Baker act call with case number
09006283. When Officer Elcock was prepared to transport the subject to Columbia
Hospital, Officer Elcock did not have the proper paperwork to conduct the baker act and
had an explorer ride along walk out of his patrol car and retrieve the paperwork for him
from the police department. Officer Elcock was not prepared to handle the call.
27) (VER)On 11/26/2009 Officer Elcock received two citations to correct from the clerk's
office.

28} (CA) On 12/07/2009 Officer Elcock was spoken to about his inattentions to duty during
a high profile operation involving multi agency cooperation with FBI, U.S. Marshall's
Office and Jupiter P.D. Officer Elcock left his post in an unauthorized patrol leaving his
post unattended. Officer Elcock was chosen for the post due to his SWAT training but
was not on post when expected. This operation involved the threat of a gunman taking
revenge on a family after a multiple homicide in Jupiter. Officer Elcock's post was the
only entryway in to the community approximately four blocks away from the residence.
Officer Elcock was issued a corrective action for this incident.

29) (WR) On the ~9 at approximately 1859 hrs, Officer Elcock
responded to~here he was summoned to by complainant Alison
Swenson in reference to obscene and harassing phone calls. Mrs. Swenson complained
that her son was receiving death threats over text messages as his phone may have
been hacked and all of his friends and family were receiving these threats. Officer Elcock
did not take a report on the incident and instead gave Mrs. Swenson a CAD number for
her reference but failed to enter any notes in the notes field of the CAD report. Mrs.
Swenson contacted the Federal Bureau of Investigation and special agent Stanley began
investigating the matter. Agent Stanley requested information on the case but none was
found because the responding officer (Elcock) had not completed a report. A second
Officer was then dispatched to take the report. Officer Elcock demonstrated an
inattention to duty that cost another officer and the agency valuable time by failing to
complete the proper reporting documentation.
30} (VER) On 01/06/2009 Officer Elcock arrived to lineup late due to a traffic tie-up on the
turnpike northbound in Broward County.
31) (WR) On 01/07/2010 Officer Elcock was spoken to about a harassing phone call case
that he responded to on 12/31/2009. Officer Elcock failed to document the incident by
either CAD notes or report even when the case involved death threats received by an 11
year old child via a third party. When asked, Officer elcock explained that he was u
about to call her back" and refered to his notepad for details about the matter but could
not explain why he had not reported the matter nor completed any documentation.
Written reprimand pending.
32) (VER) On 02/14/2010 officer Elcock responded to a fight in progress involving weapons
at 11000 N. Military Trail. As dispatch advised that the subjects were heading north on
Military Trail, I met with Officer Elcock at the intersection of PGA and Military Trail. As
there were no units yet on scene, I proceeded North to try and locate the subjects after
I observed Officer Elcock turn East on PGA away from the call. As I asked Officer Elcock
about his actions later, he explained that he was trying to cut off the subjects at PGA
and 1-95 in case they came back. Officer Elcock was spoken to about responding straight
to a scene/call if he is the closest unit.

33) (WR) On 02/24/2010 Officer Elcock was transporting an elderly suspect from 10873
Magnolia Dr. reference case number 10001028 an armed domestic assault. As Officer
Elcock left the scene to transport the prisoner to the Palm Beach Gardens Police
Department he became disoriented and drove around the area twice before Lt. Rispoli
assisted him with directions. Even after this assistance, Officer Elcock still took the
longest route to his destination, prolonging the transport of an 83 year old suspect due
to the lack of geographical knowledge within his own patrol beat. When Officer Elcock
was confronted about the issue he refused to explain or accept responsibility for his
actions or admit he was lost.
34) (VER) On 03/12/2010 Officer Elcock arrived to lineup late due to rain and traffic
problems.
35) (VER)On 03/20/2010 Officer Elcock arrived to lineup late due to traffic problems.
36) (WR) On 03/29/2010 Officer Elcock was brought in to discuss his lack of documentation
or notification of his chain of command during an encounter with two protesters from
the Earth First Group while working at the Green Market. During the discussion, Officer
Elcock was defensive and failed to understand or grasp the seriousness of his actions or
lack thereof. Officer Elcock conducted an insufficient investigation and failed to
document it.
37) On 04/12/2010 Officer Elcock was professional in appearance as he wore his new
uniform appropriately. Lt. Rispoli addressed Officer Elcock and told him that his uniform
appearance had improved.
38) (VER) On 04/13/2010 Officer Elcock was found unshaven while on duty. Lt. Rispoli spoke
to him advising him to correct this issue ASAP. He was told not to be present at work in
the future, un-shaven.
39) (VER) On 04/19/2010 Officer Elcock received an E-Mail from Rhea Gerstenkorn asking for
a report taken on 04/12/2010 and had not still been turned in.
40) (VER)On 05/2010 Officer Elcock was working an extensive case and received assistance
from Lt. Rispoli and Sgt. Fleming in writing his probable cause after his first draft was
severely insufficient. After a large amount of correction and guidance, the final draft
was to an acceptable level and cleared for submission. When ready to submit the
report, Officer Elcock submitted the initial draft with all the errors on it on one probable
cause affidavit and the corrected version on the other.
41) (VER) On 05/21/2010 Officer Elcock received a complaint from Laurie Segreto in
reference to inappropriately submitted evidence. Officer Elcock received instruction on
how to correct his submission from Sgt. Guillen .
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PALM BEACH GARDENS POLICE DEPARTMENT
DISCIPLINARY ACTION FORM
Employee Name: Officer Orlando Elcock

Employee ID# 327

Violation(s):
Inattention to duty (2.3.16.9)
Sununary: (attach additional sheets as needed)
On the date of 03/28/2010 Officer Elcock was assigned to work the City of Palm Beach
Gardens Green Market.
While on the assignment Officer Elcock handled a call involving unwanted persons passing out
flyers. After contacting the subjects involved, Officer Elcock recognized one of them from a
previous contact as being a member of the Emth First Group. Officer Elcock then asked for back up
due to resistance he encountered from the subjects and eventually, with the assistance from other
officers, stood by while the subjects left the area. Officer Elcock made no attempt, during this call,
to contact his supervisor(s) about the encounter. Upon completion of the call, Officer Elcock
neglected to enter any CAD notes on the call and cleared the call without further information. The
Earth First Group, is a widely known protest group planning an upcoming protest in the city of Palm
Beach Gardens on April 1st 2010. Officer Elcock also failed to collect any of the flyers being
handed out for reference.
Officer Elcock's lack of documentation and notification allowed two protesters to hand out
recruitment pamphlets at a city event and failed to document their actions. This potentially
complicates enforcement actions for officers assigned to the upcoming protest. Another officer had
to be assigned to complete the documentation on the call.
When Officer Elcock was asked about the incident, he could not explain why he had mishandled
the call or why he failed to document the encounter.
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Recommendation:
Written Reprimand
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PALM BEACH GARDENS POLICE DEPARTMENT
DISCIPLINARY ACTION FORM
Employee Name:

Ofc. Orlando Elcock

Employee ID#

327

Violation(s):
Inattention to duty (2.3 .16.5.9) and Failure to accept responsibility. (2.3.16.2)

Summary: (attach additional sheets as needed)

On 02/24/2010 Officer Elcock was transporting an elderly suspect from 10873 Magnolia
Dr. reference case number 1000 1028 an a1med domestic assault. As Officer Elcock left
the scene to transpmt the plisoner to the Palm Beach Gardens Police Department he
became disoriented and drove around the area twice before Lt. Rispoli assisted him with
directions. Even after this assistance, Officer Elcock still took the longest route to his
destination, prolonging the transport of an 83 year old suspect due to the lack of
geographical knowledge within his own patrol beat. When Officer Elcock was
confronted about the issue he refused to explain or accept responsibility for his actions
or admit he was lost.
Officer Elcock's inattention to duty and failure to accept responsibility has become a
repetitive pattern of behavior. This Inattention to duty violation will be Officer Elcock's
third violation of this nature, this rating period.
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Recommendation:

Written reprimand
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HUMAN RESOURCES
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Supervisor ID#

~
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PLEASE FORWARD THROUGH THE APPROPRIATE CHAIN OF COMMAND:
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o Do Not Concur
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Employee Signature:
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PALM BEACH GARDENS POLICE DEPARTI\'IENT
DISCIPLINARY ACTION FORM
Employee ID#~ 327

Employee Name: Officer Orlando Elcock
Violation(s):

Inattention to duty

Summary: (attach additional sheets as needed)

On the evening of 12/31/2009 at approximately 1859 hrs, Officer Eitock responded
he was summoned to by complainant Alison Swenson
in reference to obscene and harassing phone calls. Mrs Swenson comjJlained that her
son was receiving death threats over text messages as his phone may Eave been hacked
and all of his friends and family were receiving these threats. Officer Elcock did not
take a report on the incident and instead gave Mrs. Swenson a CAD rii:lmber for her
reference but failed to enter any notes in the notes field of the CAD report. Mrs.
Swenson contacted the Federal Bureau of Investigation and special agent Stanley
began investigating the matter. Agent Stanley requested information &h the case but
none was found because the responding officer (Elcock) had not com:fjleted a report. A
second Officer was then dispatched to take the report. Officer Elcock ilemonstrated an
inattention to duty that cost another officer and the agency valuable tiihe by failing to
complete the proper reporting documentation.
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Progressive discipline
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PALM BEACH GARDENS POLICE DEPARTMENT
DISCIPLINARY ACTION FORM
Employee N ame!ID#:
Officer Orlando Elcock # 327
Violation(s): Section 5 General Employees Practices
5.1 (D) Tardiness will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including
Discharge.
Summary:
On March 22, 2007 Officer Elcock was scheduled for in-service training beginning at 0800
hrs in the police department's training room. Officer Elcock called Sergeant Sheehan and notified
him that he would be late. I observed Officer Elcock anive to the training room at0810 hrs. I asked
Officer Elcock; why he was late and he advised that he called Sergeant Sheehan plior, due to heavy
traffic congestion on the turnpike.
Officer Elcock was previously issued a Counseling Form on January 23, 2007 for repeated
violations of tardiness. He has been given advice of changing his travel habits and leaving his
residence earlier for his job duties and assured his supervisors that this problem would be rectified.

Recommendation:
W1itten Replimand

Human Resou rces
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Palm

Btiach Gardens Police D~t .Jrtme~t
Notice of Counseling

·I
I

Officer: ORLAN~O ELCOCK

Date: 1-23-07

.I

Incident Facts:

1

OFFICER ORLANDO ELCOCK HAS BEEN CONSISTENTLY LATElFOR HIS TOUR OF DUTY Fdrt
THE PAST SEVERAL MONTHS. THE FOLLOWING DATES ARE FJIECORDREO OF HIS
.•
TARDINESS. THIS IS NOT HIS FIRST TIME BEING NOTIFIED OFi MIS TAROIENSS.
·: '

I!

12-08-06
12-23-06
01-08-07
01-23-07

1 HOUR LATE TRAINING MARTIN COUNTY RANGE
8 MINUTES LATE FOR LINE-UP
20 MINUTES LATE FOR LINE-UP
5 MINUTES LATE FOR LINE-UP

Violation: Tardiness

·j

Proposed Solutions To Improve Performance:

,

I
1

I

OFFICER ELCOCK LIVES IN MIAMI. WE HAVE SPOKEN TO HIMitBOUT LEAiVING FOR WORK .
AT AN EARLIER TIME SO HE MAY ARRIVE TO HIS TOUR OF DLl]fY ON TIME.
.
·•· ·
I

i
Potential Consequences if Behavior Is Not Modified:

j:;

WRITTEN COUSELING AND PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE IF BEH VIOR CONtfiNUES.
I
I

I
My signature acknowledges that I have been counseled in rhe aboveJrentioned matter.

Officer:

62(£, <9,

2-P--'-"' "-If',

I

IV-']J::;.

Signature:

!We
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k-c"-'" .,.__)<_ ~ J24.'

Supervisor:~/ J. /)./~
Rev7/03 ib

_"!.' __
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01-23-07
SGT. WILBER
TARDINESS OFFICER ELCOCK
DATES:
12-08-06
12-23-06
01-08-07
01-23-07

1 HOUR LATE TRAINING
8 MINUTES LATE LINE-UP
20 MINUTES LATE CRASH TURNPIKE
5 MINUTES LATE LINE-UP
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Section 5.
5.1

General Employment Practices

Hours of Work
The City Manager shall establish the hours of work for all departments and employees of
the City, considering the functions and operations involved. The City Manager shall
establish uniform starting and ending times for supervisors and employees on all shifts.
The customary number of working hours for full-time employees during any workweek is
forty (40) hours unless otherwise specified, provided however, the work hours for
bargaining unit employees shall be governed by the collective bargaining agreement.
Daily hours of work and workdays may vary according to department functions.
A.

The normal workweek is defined as 12:00 a.m., Monday through midnight of the
following Sunday, per the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).

B.

Employees shall report to work in sufficient time to commence duties at the
beginning of the work pe1iod. An employee calling in sick must do so thirty (30)
minutes prior to the beginning of the work period. Failure to do so may result in
discipline up to and including discharge.

C.

The customary workday shall be at least eight (8) hours. Employees may be
granted a fifteen (15) minute break period with pay during the first and second
halves of the workday. A meal peliod may be scheduled at the discretion of the
department, not to exceed one (1) hour. An employee may not accumulate
unused rest periods for time off. Rest periods shall not be used to change
employee's arrival time or departure time from work. The work of the
department should not be negatively impacted by the scheduling of meal periods
or rest periods.

D.

Tardiness will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including discharge.

E.

It is necessary to provide the payroll department with complete and legal
documentation of the actual time worked by employees. All time cards will be
filled out to reflect the actual number of hours worked during each day of the
workweek arid must be signed by the employee in order for a check to be issued.
Time cards will be submitted to the appropriate department personnel by the time
and day established by departmental policies and procedures. Failure to do so
may result in disciplinary action .
Employees whose daily hours are recorded by a time clock are responsible for
_using it properly. Employees must punch in at the beginning of their assigned
shift and punch out when they leave work for the day. Failure to do so may result
in disciplinary action.

F.

Each Department Administrator shall ensure that supervisors and employees
comply with established work schedules and that unscheduled work is performed
only in bona fide emergencies. Starting and stopping work time, whether
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Section 5.

C.

General Employment Practices (cont'd.)

Punctuality
Employees shall be prompt and ready for work at the scheduled starting time each
workday. Employees shall not begin preparations for leaving work before the end
of the shift. Problems occasionally occur causing an employee to be late. The
employee shall advise the Department Administrator thirty (30) minutes prior to
starting time.

5.8

Leave of Absence
A.

General Policy
The paid leaves of the City are: Acute Illness Leave, Personal Leave, Military
Leave, Civil Leave, Bereavement Leave, and Workers' Compensation Leave.
Leaves shall be approved by the Department Administrator in conformance with
the rules established for each type and after verification that the affected
employee has accrued the number of leave hours requested. Leave without pay
also requires the approval of the Department Administrator. Any employee on
leave of absence, who obtains employment elsewhere which conflicts with the
employee's normal work schedule for the City, shall be deemed to have resigned
from the City service, without notice.

B.

Request for Leave of Absence
Whenever reasonably possible, an employee shall submit the City Leave of
Absenr.e Request to the Department Administrator ten (10) days prior to the
intended absence. An employee who is absent from work without advance notice
shall complete a request form immediately upon return to· work.

C.

Bereavement Leave
In the case of the death of an immediate member of the family (categorized as
natural, adopted or in-law), mother, father, sister, brother, child, spouse,
stepmother, stepfather, stepchild, mother-in-law, father-in-law and grandparents,
full-time employees may receive up to three (3) days leave or the equivalent
without charge to any accmed leaves; five (5) if out of state. In addition,
employees may use accrued personal leave for additional paid leave. Any
additional leave must be approved by the Department Administrator.

D.

Civil Leave
All employees, when called for jury duty or subpoenaed as a witness for the City,
will be paid their regular day's pay and the pay received while on such duty shall
be endorsed over to the City. Proof of service and the check received shall be
submitted to the Finance Department.
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